Evolving beyond
banking together
Banks today are under enormous internal and external
pressures: rapidly evolving customer expectations,
changing regulatory conditions, accelerated digital
transformation, and increasing competition.
This means banks like ING need to rapidly adapt and
transform to create and deliver more differentiated and
personalized customer and employee experiences, secureby-design operations, and scalable and faster innovation.

How can NTT help ING prepare for a faster,
more digital and interconnected world?
By providing...

An industry-leading
‘digital backbone’

Multi-cloud
security

Greater visibility
and control

As a Global Technology Accelerator, NTT can support ING to enable more
simplified, agile, innovative, and customer-centric operations, through:
Enhanced employee
experiences

Secure-by-design
operations

• Intelligent, hybrid
workspaces

• Dedicated
SecOps center

• Secure working
environments

• IT center of
excellence

Technology and
infrastructure
modernization
• Migration to
hybrid cloud
• Flexible, nextgeneration network
infrastructures

• IT team
augmentation

A seamless and interconnected organization
Supporting ING in its vision to become a leading
data-driven digital bank that is both...

...local

...and global

Ability to account for
local and specialist
requirements

Ability to operate as one
global business with better
visibility and control

Supporting seamless migration
into the cloud enabling
workloads and application
to perform at their peak

Building a flexible
next generation
digital bank

Ability to innovate, scale
and expand rapidly
with new products

Ability to deliver new
services to meet market
and customer needs

Making every
interaction richer
and more personal

Driving increased value
and improved customer
and employee retention

Aligning to specific
country and regional
regulatory frameworks

Assuring that your
digital programs are
secure-by-design

A Global Technology and Infrastructure Accelerator
Supporting ING to achieve this through:

Strength in network
services and
security, tailored to
your requirements

Flexible, agile,
future proof, ‘go
anywhere’ digital
capabilities

‘End-to-end’
digital
backbone

Long-standing
partnerships
with major tech
providers

Securely connecting
end users from
any location

Global, regional and
local agreements to
meet governance
and strategy

Global team
of experts
and partners

To contact us, and for
more details of how we
can help ING to create
new experiences, build
new services, and evolve
beyond banking, visit here.

Recognised
leadership in network
and security

